TCS5500 - Digital Conference System for flush-mount installations

The TCS5500 system can handle no less than 60 interpreted languages at the same time with a crystal clear sound quality, due to the use of the most advanced DSP technology.

The TCS5500 is a fully integrated, yet modular system with the following functionalities: microphone discussion system, electronic voting, simultaneous interpretation, intercom and messaging.

The TCS5500 is designed to obtain the highest level of reliability. Real-time diagnostics, a fail-safe design, remote monitoring possibility over IP and hot-swap technology guarantee maximum availability.

The TCS5500 system allows for multi-session management solutions, offering flexible solutions such as centralised room configuration, room coupling and centralised control.

Televic is organised to offer solutions for projects with an architectural or ergonomically challenging environment by customising equipment or software.

The TCS5500 can easily be integrated with external systems, such as:

- camera control
- digital recording
- AES - EBU coupling for broadcast
- teleconference equipment (telephone hybrid or videoconference)
- room automation : Crestron, AMX, ...
- sound systems

The TCS5500 has been installed in numerous conference rooms over the past years. The TCS5500 system has become a reference in conference, simultaneous interpretation and voting systems, ranging from the most complex international institutions to your local city council.